
Artist Spotlight: Jen Doss 

 

 

Artist Questionnaire: 

Website, Facebook page or Instagram page you would like listed to promote 
your work: 

I use Facebook to promo my work.  
 
How long have you been part of Art Fur Animals? 

I have been part of AFA for 7 years. 

 
(continued on next page…) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



What was your favorite dog or cat that you have made for AFA? 
 
My favorite dog was my 2012 dog “Mr. Chunky A. Lover”….the only dog I ever got the 
eyes right on! This dog is also very special because the image is a tribute to the 27 dogs 
saved from the Collin Rand dog fighting ring. Photo below:  

 

Describe your artistic approach or process when creating an AFA Dog or Cat: 

My AFA dog usually reflects the material and process I’m using in the work I’m currently 
making.  I am very interested in different types of work- painting, printing, sculpture, 
and restoration. I also love to experiment with materials…..wood, epoxy, metal flake, 
wax, pretty much anything and everything. 

Do you have a dog or cat rescue story to share? 

My favorite rescue story is my own pup “Penny".  Penny was saved by FOCK at 6 months 
old, found scared and abandoned and freezing in February, with a terrible case of mange.  
I fostered Pen and failed, we fell so in love with each other, and the rest is history. I 
cannot imagine life without her.  She is so happy and healthy now- she even has 3 
canine siblings to be jealous of!  We all love Pen Pen. She is quite a character- photo 
below:  

 



What about the AFA event inspires you? 

Pretty much EVERYTHING inspires me about AFA - so many people coming together to 
help animals who cannot help themselves, AFA planners that brainstorm year round to 
make this event possible, all the volunteers working the event, promoters, sponsors, 
artists…. I have seen this event grow year after year. FOCK is 
AMAZING….PROGRESSIVE…POWERFUL and WONDERFUL. Mostly…FOCK is AMAZING. 

 
If you have a pet, what is your favorite activity to share with your dog or cat? 
 
Favorite activity with my pups- we love to garden! ……..and enjoy playing outdoors. No 
couch potatoes on this ranch! Photos below: 
 

 
 


